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Beware of Anticoncurrent
Causation Clauses—
They Can Erase Your Property Insurance Coverage
By Finley Harckham

B

efore there were viruses that
spread over the Internet to
corrupt computers and other
data, there were provisions in property insurance policies that have a
similar impact. Known as anti-concurFinley
Harckham
rent causation clauses, they appear in
a preamble to the exclusion section of policies and
are intended to bar coverage beyond instances
where there is an excluded cause of loss, to every
situation in which an excluded peril is only one
cause, or is even the result of a covered cause of
loss. Those provisions lie at the heart of the wind
and rain versus flood debate raging in the Gulf
Coast in the wake of Hurricane Katrina, but their
reach goes much further. In fact, if applied as
written, some of those clauses can render most
property and business interruption coverage practically illusory. Policyholders must be alert to the
presence of those clauses when buying property
coverage, and aware of how the courts are interpreting them when claims are made.

Anticoncurrent Causation Clauses—The
Most Common to the More Onerous
A number of different anticoncurrent causation
clauses are in use today, and some are more onerous
than others. One of the more commonly used clauses
is found in the Insurance Services Office Causes of
Loss-Special Form (CP 10 30 04 02). It states:
We will not pay for loss or damage caused
directly or indirectly by any of the following.
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Such loss or damage is excluded regardless
of any other cause or event that contributes
concurrently or in any sequence to the loss.
Following that provision is a list of exclusions.
This provision bars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
coverage whenever an
excluded peril directly “Anticoncurrent
or indirectly causes causation clauses
damage. Although this
... appear in a
is a very unfavorable
clause for policyholders, preamble to the
unlike other forms at exclusion section
least it is limited in scope
of policies and are
to excluded causes of
loss, which in many intended to bar
instances will leave coverage ...”
room for argument over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
whether an event was a
cause or an effect.
A more problematic clause is found in State
Farm property policies. It provides:
We do not insure under any coverage for
any loss which would not have occurred in
the absence of one or more of the following
excluded events. We do not insure for
such losses regardless of: (a) the cause of
the excluded event; or (b) other causes of
the loss; or (c) whether other causes acted
concurrently or in any sequence with the
excluded event to produce the loss; or
“Anticoncurrent Causation Clauses” continued p2
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(d) whether the event occurs suddenly or
gradually, involves isolated or widespread
damage, arises from natural or external
forces, or occurs as a result of any combination of these.
That clause is followed by a number of exclusions. Unlike most policies, the exclusions are
not limited to “perils,” but include “events” that
occur along with causes of loss.

The 'Purported' Intentions of
Anticoncurrent Causation Clauses
Anticoncurrent causation clauses are so named
because they are intended, among other things, to
be a response to the rule in most jurisdictions that in
instances of concurrent causation—where multiple
forces independently cause a loss, one of which is
a covered peril and the other is not—the insurance
policy must respond. For example, in one case a
policyholder modified a gun to have a hair trigger,
and then put the gun in a car which he drove recklessly. The gun discharged, injuring a passenger.
The insured’s homeowner’s policy did not cover
liability resulting from the use of automobiles. In
awarding coverage under that policy the court
reasoned that although “multiple causes may have
effectuated the loss [that] does not negate any single
cause”—in that case, the covered negligence in
modifying the gun. See State Farm Mut. v. Partridge,
514 P.2d at 130-131 (1973). An anticoncurrent causation clause would reverse the ruling in that case and
bar coverage because an excluded peril, the use of
an automobile, was a cause of the loss.
However, at least some anticoncurrent causation
clauses are intended to go beyond reversing the
concurrent causation rule, to bar coverage when an
excluded event is merely a consequence of a covered
cause of loss, or follows damage caused by an insured
peril. As one court explained in the context of a
Hurricane Katrina claim of a family that had coverage
for wind and rain, but not flood, if the anticoncurrent
causation clause in the family’s policy was enforced,
it “would mean that an insured whose dwelling lost
its roof in high winds and at the same time suffered
an incursion of even an inch of water could recover
nothing...” Leonard v. Nationwide Mutual Ins. Co., 438
F.Supp.2d 684 (S. D. Miss. 2006).
There are many other scenarios in which
coverage could be forfeited under an anticon-
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current causation clause. For example, when a
covered wind and rain event causes the interior of
a building to become damp, and mold develops, if
dampness or mold are excluded, there would be
no coverage even though mold was the effect, not
the cause, of loss. Likewise, when a broken water
pipe under a home, which is a covered cause of
loss, washes away soil beneath the foundation, the
resulting damage would be barred from coverage
if the policy contains an anticoncurrent causation
clause and an earth movement exclusion. See Kula
v. State Farm, 628, N.Y. S. 2d 988 (4th Dep’t 1995).

The Three Rationales Applied by the Courts
Anticoncurrent causation clauses have been
the subject of numerous lawsuits in which policyholders argue that it would be unfair or unlawful to
allow such provisions to eviscerate their coverage.
Some of the clauses have been upheld under
the laws of a number of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
states, including Alaska,
Arizona, New York, “Anticoncurrent
Nevada and Utah, and causation clauses
invalidated under the laws
have been the
of other states, including
California, Mississippi, subject of numerous
We s t Vi r g i n i a a n d lawsuits in which
Washington. However,
policyholders argue
most of the cases involve
the State Farm provi- that it would be
sion quoted above. That unfair or unlawful to
provision is broader than allow such provisions
the ISO form and some
other clauses, so cases to eviscerate their
interpreting it may not coverage.”
have wider application. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Adding to the uncertainty,
in a number of states there are no cases interpreting
any of the clauses.
As a general rule, the courts have applied three
rationales when deciding this issue, which may
give some indication of how courts will act in
other jurisdictions. First, some states, including
To subscribe to this or any of the
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www.andersonkill.com/
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California and Washington, have adopted a statutory or common
law rule that insurance policies must provide coverage if the efficient
proximate cause of loss is a covered peril. Courts in those jurisdictions have held that anticoncurrent causation clauses violate that
rule, and therefore are unenforceable.
Second, under the law of many states, an insurance policy must be
interpreted in a manner that is consistent with the reasonable expectations of the policyholder. This doctrine is intended to compensate
for the fact that most insurance policies are contracts of adhesion,
drafted by the insurer and sold on a take it or leave it basis. Some
courts, such as those in Mississippi, have concluded that anticoncurrent causation clauses are unenforceable because they defeat the
policyholder’s reasonable expectations of coverage when a covered
peril is the proximate cause of loss. However, other courts, including
those in Alaska, have found the clauses to be enforceable under the
reasonable expectations doctrine. Those courts have concluded that
the clauses are clear and unambiguous, and therefore policyholders
could not reasonably expect coverage for risks excluded by them.
Third, other courts which enforce these clauses do so under the
laws of states which lack a proximate causation rule and which
reject the reasonable expectations doctrine in favor of a rule that
insurance policies are to be interpreted under the same rules as all
other contracts. To these courts, anticoncurrent causation clauses
are enforceable because they are clear and unambiguous, and
entered into by parties who are free to contract as they wish.
Not all property policies contain anticoncurrent causation
clauses. Avoiding those provisions should be a high priority when
selecting coverage.

Conclusion
When a loss occurs, policyholders should keep two things in
mind when evaluating coverage in light of an anticoncurrent causation clause. First, the different clauses in use may lead to different
results depending upon the facts of a claim. So, do not assume that
just because a court has enforced one clause it would hold that
another clause bars coverage. Second, not all courts will enforce
these clauses. Moreover, in many instances more than one state’s
law is potentially applicable to a loss. So, the policyholder should
examine the laws of all states which might be applied to determine
whether a viable claim exists. For example, a policyholder headquartered in California might get the benefit of that state’s law rejecting
the enforceability of anticoncurrent causation clauses for a loss
suffered at a facility in Arizona. Policyholders must be as resourceful
in securing coverage as insurance companies are in denying it.
Finley Harckham is a senior shareholder in the New York office of Anderson Kill & Olick,
P.C. Mr. Harckham is also the president of Anderson Kill Insurance Services (AKIS), a non-legal
subsidiary of AKO which assists clients with risk management services, and Anderson Kill Loss
Advisors (AKLA), a non-legal subsidiary of AKIS which assists policyholders with property loss
and business interruption claims.
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What Side is
Your Insurance
Broker On?
By John G. Nevius, Esq., P.E.
hose side will the insurance broker be on when
you have to make a claim? Like
so many things, it depends
on where your relationship
is at: figuratively and literally.
A recent New York Court of
Appeals case highlights the
differences in broker obligations
between New York and states
like New Jersey and provides
insight into ensuring that you
and the broker have the necessary “special relationship.”

W

In Hoffend & Sons, Inc. v. Rose
& Kiernan, Inc., 7 N.Y.3d 152
(2006), New York’s highest
court held against a policyholder’s malpractice claims
involving the broker. The decision turned on whether the
broker had assumed a duty to
obtain appropriate insurance
coverage. The lower appeals
court held that no such duty
existed, in part, because the
policyholder admitted to reading
the insurance policy and had
not subsequently demanded
any changes.
New York’s Court of Appeals,
however, explained that to
create the special relationship
necessary to give rise to an
obligation come claim time, a
policyholder generally would
“What Side?” continued p4
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“What Side?” continued from p3

insurance policy acquisition. If it were not, what purpose
would the broker serve? Of course, a lot depends on
the nature of the coverage and the business imperatives involved.

have to do one of three things. First, a special relationship could arise out of payment for services beyond the
typical broker commission taken out of the premium.
Second, a specific coverage issue would have to
be identified prior to insurance policy procurement
regarding which the policyholder seeks out and relies
upon the broker’s advice. This standard seems intuitive
because policyholders inevitably rely on broker’s expertise just as business people rely on other professionals
such as architects, engineers or accountants. Many
courts, however, are reluctant to bestow traditional
professional status upon insurance professionals and
thereby require them to meet a legal standard such as
the standards architects, engineers and accountants
must meet routinely. These courts argue that buying
insurance is a simple arms-length commercial transaction. Third, the “course of dealing” between the broker
and its policyholder client can serve to put the broker
on notice that the policyholder was relying on its expertise. Again, this seems intuitively inherent to almost any

New York’s law contrasts with that of other states.
Some states have statutes clarifying the roles and obligations of insurance brokers and agents. Other states
rely on case law to address these issues. Companies
in New Jersey, for example, will ordinarily have a special
relationship as broker clients. See Aden v. Fortsh, 776
A.2d 792 (N.J. 2001). Given this split of authority, the
question may be: which side of the river will you and the
insurance broker be on at claim time?
John G. Nevius is a shareholder in the New York office of Anderson
Kill & Olick, P.C. and a registered professional engineer. Mr. Nevius
successfully has resolved and litigated numerous insurance coverage
actions on behalf of policyholders and provides advice and technical
expertise on a wide range of environmental and insurance matters.
(212) 278-1508
jnevius@andersonkill.com
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Business Income Coverage in the Post-9/11 World:
How Insurance Companies Have Changed the Claims
Handling Playbook Since 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina1
2

By Richard Lewis, Esq. and Marshall Gilinsky, Esq.

The insurance claims that arose from the attacks of September 11, 2001
(“9/11”) and Hurricane Katrina were a watershed for the way in which insurance
companies handle Business Income insurance claims. Those events also set loose a
spree of judicial opinions regarding the scope of coverage for Business Income and
other time element losses. Indeed, although Business Income coverage has been
around for more than a century, about half of the time-element cases have been
decided since September 11, 2001.
Historically, Business Income and other time element insurance claims
generally were resolved by negotiation or appraisal. There are many reasons why such
claims increasingly are being litigated, but perhaps the primary reason is the
circumstances surrounding 9/11 and, to a lesser extent, Hurricane Katrina. Those
catastrophes gave rise to insurance claims that: (1) were often, individually, very large,
a condition that by itself led to disputes; (2) were collectively massive, putting at least an
initial strain on the industry and its individual players; (3) were quite similar to other
policyholders’ claims, which inclined claims handlers to be conservative, lest
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policyholders discover favorable claims positions and demand similar treatment3; (4)
involved forms of recent vintage, with little or no case authority to provide guidance or
constrain insurance company claims handlers; (5) involved broad coverage forms, a
product of the “soft market” just beginning to lift in early 2001; and (6) arrived at a time
when the financial markets, in which insurance companies are huge investors, were
retrenching dramatically. The confluence of these factors, combined with the growing
role of outside coverage attorneys in shaping the response to first-party claims, led
insurance companies to take newly restrictive coverage positions on policyholders’ time
element claims.
This article will provide an overview of the issues that have been the focus
of Business Income disputes between policyholders and their insurance companies
since 9/11, with special attention paid to the ways in which insurance companies’ claims
handling approach has changed during that period. The article will also suggest how
policyholders can avoid the traps recently laid by the insurance industry and its lawyers.
1. The non-existent Daubert exclusion
As a practical matter, Business Income claims are calculated based on
projections of what the policyholder’s revenues would have been in a hypothetical
universe where the loss event never occurred. By definition, this analysis represents
what is, at best, a rough estimate of what probably would have happened had there
been no loss. For most Business Income claims of even modest complexity, this

3

See Daniel T. Torpey & Jeffrey M. Phillips, “World Trade Center Terrorist Business
Income Claims Will Challenge Policyholders” (Jan. 2002) (“Imagine yourself as an
insurance executive with the knowledge that any decision you make on any one loss will
impact multiple claims in multiple industries all for one event (the WTC). Accordingly,
insurers will be very careful as to how they react to a variety of technical claim issues.”).
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analysis is typically done by separate forensic accountants retained by the policyholder
and the insurance company. Although these accountants employ various mathematical
and statistical techniques in their analysis, there in no one “correct” way to estimate any
given loss, and no accountant’s results can ever be said to be 100% accurate, or
verifiable with scientific certainty. For exactly this reason, such claims historically have
been resolved via give and take discussions between each side’s accountants, until
they are in substantial agreement on a methodology for estimating the loss – which
typically yields a claim calculation somewhere in between the result initially obtained by
each side.
In many 9/11 Business Income claims, and in some others stemming from
the catastrophic hurricanes of 2004 and 2005, insurance companies took a much harder
line in discussions over loss calculation methodologies. This forced many policyholders
into litigation, where they were required to establish the amount of their damages
predominantly through expert testimony by forensic accountants that worked up the
Business Income loss projection models. Insurance companies argued that, in order to
be admissible, such expert testimony had to meet the standards for reliability
established in Federal Rule of Evidence 702, as well as Daubert v. Merrell Dow
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.4 and its progeny. Thus, once the parties were in court, many
insurance companies sought to disqualify the policyholder’s forensic accountant – and
thereby effectively undermine the policyholder’s case – by challenging the reliability and
accuracy of the accountant’s Business Income loss calculation under Daubert’s “junk
science” standard. And in more than one case, insurance companies have succeeded
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in completely avoiding payment of claims simply by convincing the court that the
forensic accountant’s analysis or the data on which that analysis was based were
unreliable under the Daubert standard.5
Such decisions effectively insert into the insurance policy a requirement
that does not otherwise exist – a requirement that the accountant or loss adjustor and
the data and other evidence relied on in calculating the Business Income loss meet the
Daubert standard. The reasoning behind such decisions is questionable since the
calculation of such losses, by definition, is counterfactual and essentially calls for
estimates of revenues in purely hypothetical business environments. Ultimately, results
such as these embolden some insurance companies to take a hard line in discussions
with their policyholders over Business Income loss calculations, especially in cases
where it is difficult to tie the loss-causing event to the policyholder’s downturn in
revenues with a great deal of precision, or where it is difficult to quantify the impact of
potential alternate causes of the policyholder’s decreased revenues on its covered
Business Income loss. For example, when a jewelry store damaged in a hurricane
suffers a 50% downturn in revenues for the month following the storm, the insurance
company is likely to argue that some portion of those losses are attributable to people
simply not shopping for luxury products because they were busy dealing with more
pressing matters like repairing the roofs on their houses, which alternate cause might
not be covered under the jewelry store’s policy. So how is the policyholder’s accountant

5

See Maher v. Continental Cas. Co., 76 F.3d 535 (4th Cir. 1996) (applying West Virginia
law); Wyndham Int’l, Inc. v. ACE American Ins. Co., 186 S.W.2d 682 (Tex. App. 2006);
Lava Trading, Inc. v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 4566 (S.D.N.Y. Feb.
14, 2005) (Dolinger, Mag. J.) (report and recommendation), adopted in an unreported
order (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 8, 2005) (Castel, J.).
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expected to assess with mathematical reliability the extent to which earring buyers
stayed home because they had leaky roofs versus the fact that the broken windows on
the jeweler’s storefront were boarded up?
Although they are problematic for policyholders, decisions such as those
noted above are in conflict with a long line of cases holding that policyholders can prove
their Business Income losses through various types of data and expert testimony6 and

6

See Diamond Shamrock Corp. v. Lumbermens Mut. Cas. Co., 466 F.2d 722, 728 (7th
Cir. 1972) (“[The policyholder’s] summary exhibits, together with the testimony of [the
policyholder’s] accountant … provide a detailed analysis of the method by which the total
business loss figures were reached. Those exhibits were sufficient to establish a prima
facie case of loss in the amount claimed. At that point it became incumbent upon [the
insurance company] to prove that the losses claimed were excessive or unreasonable.”);
American Medical Imaging Corp. v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Insurance Co., 949 F.2d 690,
694 (3rd Cir. 1991) (“Inherent in the concept of business interruption insurance is the
necessity of [policyholders] making claims for lost earnings based in large part on
estimates of things that have not happened, i.e., on estimates of what would have
happened had there been no fire or other covered cause of loss. Moreover, throughout
the world of business, such estimates are invariably based on the results of past
performance projected and adjusted on the basis of present business conditions….
Unlike the district court, we find no fault with the character of [the policyholder’s]
tendered evidence on lost earnings. Indeed, the fact that [the policyholder’s] projections
were formulated in the regular course of business prior to the alleged loss may
commend them to the trier of fact as more reliable than if they had been prepared after
the fact for the purposes of litigation. Moreover, we know of no rule requiring that
evidence of lost earnings identify the particular customers and hypothetical transactions
that would have produced revenues but for the fire or other covered loss.”); Net 2 Press,
Inc. v. Employers Fire Insurance Co., No. 03-124, 2004 U.S. Dist. Lexis 18929 (D. Me.
Sept. 22, 2004) (“While some evidence of actual loss from interruption of business and
extra expense to run the business is required in order to succeed on a claim that this
portion of the insurance policy was breached, as well as proof that such evidence was
provided to the [insurance company], the law does not require that such evidence be in
documentary or any other particular form.”); Gates v. State Automobile Mutual Insurance
Co., 196 S.W.3d 761 (Tenn. App. 2006) (“while [the policyholder’s] accounting practices
are relevant, we must also consider “the nature of the business and the methods
employed in its operation.” We must conclude that the interpretation advocated by [the
insurance company], given the nature of [the policyholder’s] business and its method of
operation, would defeat the essential purpose of business interruption insurance, that is,
to place the insured “in the position it would have occupied if the interruption had not
occurred.” The interpretation adopted by the trial court is, under the circumstances of
this case, more consonant with the language of the policy as well as the purpose of this
type of insurance.”).
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do not need to be proved with mathematical precision.7 When the shoe is on the other
foot, insurance companies have lobbied hard for admission of their own forensic
accountant evidence as “crucial” in Business Income cases.8 Accordingly, there is
ample ammunition to defend against improper attempts to inject the Daubert standard
into the loss adjustment of Business Income claims, and policyholder advocates should
be on the lookout for this unsavory insurance industry tactic. Finally, even where expert

7

See Springfield Fire & Marine Ins. Co. v. J.T. Wilson Co., 67 F.2d 426, 428 (6th Cir.
1933) (“it may be said that the amount of liability is not shown with mathematical
precision, but there were sufficient proofs to take the case to the jury and justify the jury,
if the evidence was believed, in rending a verdict in the amount returned”); Vinyl-Tech
Corp. v. Continental Cas. Co., No. 99-1053, 2000 U.S. Dist. Lexis 22507 (D. Kan. Nov.
15, 2000) (“That the amount of lost profits may not be shown precisely will not prevent
recovery if the [policyholder] makes the amount of its loss reasonably certain by
competent evidence.”); Lite v. Firemen’s Ins. Co., 104 N.Y.S.2d 434, 436 (N.Y. App. Div.
1907) (“It is manifest that some loss of profit must have accrued from the inability to use
or rent the 10 apartments, and, where there is an evident loss, the insured should not be
deprived of indemnity merely because it may be difficult to fix the amount of the loss with
absolute precision”); Anchor Toy Corp. v. American Eagle Fire Ins. Co., 155 N.Y.S.2d
600, 602 (N.Y. Supr. Ct. 1956) (“Such questions as the estimated amount of business
during the period and the percentage of profit were not only of great complexity due,
among many other factors, to the means of administering the corporate business, but
also were at best matters of opinion.”); Holt Atherton Indus., Inc. v. Heine, 835 S.W.2d
80, 84 (Tex. 1992) (noting that “[r]ecovery for lost profits does not require that the loss
be susceptible of exact calculation”; “[t]he amount of the loss must be shown by
competent evidence with reasonable certainty”; “[w]hat constitutes reasonably certain
evidence of lost profits is a fact intensive determination”; and “opinions or estimates of
lost profits must be based on objective facts, figures, or data from which the amount of
lost profits can be ascertained”); State Farm Lloyd’s Ins. Co. v. Ashby, No. 05-92-01354,
1995 Tex. App. LEXIS 3346, *48-50 (Tex. App. Aug. 28, 1995) (“’Recovery for lost
profits does not require the loss to be susceptible of exact calculation.’ However, the
amount of the loss must be shown by competent evidence and with reasonable
certainty. ‘What constitutes reasonably certain evidence of lost profits is a fact intensive
determination. As a minimum, opinions or estimates of lost profits must be based on
objective facts, figures or data from which the amount of loss profits can be ascertained.’
…. A party must show either a history of profitability or the actual existence of future
contracts from which lost profits can be calculated with reasonable certainty.”) (citations
omitted).
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See Audobon Veterinary Hospital, Inc. v. United States Fidelity & Guarantee Co., No.
06-5875 (E.D. La. June 25, 2007).
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testimony is rejected under Daubert, it sill may be possible for to present lay testimony
from a policyholder’s accountant to substantiate a Business Income claim.9
2. The undefined use of “suspension” in Business Income
provisions
Most Business Income provisions promise to pay for loss resulting from a
“suspension” of the policyholder’s operations caused by damage or destruction of
property at the premises. Historically, insurance companies have been somewhat
successful in arguing to courts that the term “suspension” means “total cessation” and,
thus, that a policyholder: (1) is entitled to Business Income coverage only during the
period of time its operations are at a complete standstill; and (2) is entitled to no
coverage if it is able to hobble along and continue operations despite property damage.
The “total cessation” argument is absurd for a number of reasons. First,
the time during which coverage is owed is already measured by the Period of
Restoration – generally defined as the hypothetical period needed to repair or replace
damaged property – which clause is rendered moot by the “total cessation” doctrine.
Second, most modern businesses are fully capable of conducting some business – by
fax, Blackberry, telephone, or laptop – despite catastrophic destruction of their
premises. Third, most policies contain clauses contemplating partial operations (e.g.,
giving the insurance company credit for sales of existing stock), and promising Extra
Expense coverage for the above-normal costs of engaging in partial operations during

9

See Louisiana Medical Management Corp. v. Bankers Insurance Co., No. 06-7248, 2007
U.S. Dist. Lexis 59956 (E.D. La. Aug. 16, 2007) (holding that a policyholder could call its
accountant of 20 years to substantiate its Business Income claim as a lay witness
because “[t]he Third Circuit has held that a company’s accountant may offer lost
business profits opinion testimony as a lay witness under Rule 701 because of his
personal knowledge of the company’s finances”).
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the Period of Restoration. Fourth, courts adopting the doctrine are not consistent as to
whether cessation is a trigger (i.e., the policyholder gets coverage for all losses after an
instant of cessation) or whether it relates to the Period of Restoration (i.e., the
policyholder gets coverage only for losses during the cessation). Incredibly, some
courts come to both conclusions at once.10 Accordingly, several years ago, the
Insurance Services Office (“ISO”), the insurance industry drafting arm responsible for
much of the first-party language in commercial use, included a definition of “suspension”
in its standard-form policy that expressly makes clear that Business Income coverage
includes lost profits during slowdowns.
Many modern policies – based on broker, manuscript or insurance
company forms – do not include the ISO definition of suspension. Thus, insurance
companies repeatedly raised the “total cessation” argument in 9/11 Business Income
claims,11 and even obtained judgments in 9/11 claims based on the argument.12
Insurance companies continue to make this argument and win.13 Given this potential
pitfall, policyholders, at the point of sale, should insist on a definition of “suspension”
akin to that in ISO forms which make clear that partial suspensions of operations are
covered.

10

See Broad Street, LLC v. Gulf Insurance Co., 2006 N.Y. App. Div. Lexis 14730 (N.Y.
App. Div. Dec. 12, 2006).

11

See, e.g., Duane Reade, Inc. v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Insurance Co., 279 F. Supp. 2d
235, 238-39 (S.D.N.Y. 2003), aff’d in part, rev’d in part, 411 F.3d 384 (2d Cir. 2005).

12

See, e.g., Royal Indemnity Co. v. Retail Brand Alliance, Inc., No. 601164/04 (N.Y. Supr.
Feb. 23, 2006).

13

See, e.g., Madison Maidens, Inc. v. American Mfrs. Mut. Ins. Co., No. 05 Civ. 4584,
2006 U.S. Dist. Lexis 39633 (S.D.N.Y. June 15, 2006).
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3. “Location, location, location” is now being ignored by Business
Income claims handlers
Historically, Business Income cases gave policyholders the benefit of
location by setting the Period of Restoration – the period during which Business Income
coverage is owed – as the hypothetical time needed to repair or replace damage
property at the original location. If the policyholder relocated during that period, the
insurance company got the benefit of any income earned by the substitute operations,
but relocation did not end the Period of Restoration.14
Since 1995, however, ISO’s standard form has defined the Period of
Restoration as the lesser of the time to repair or replace the physical damage at the
original location or the time at which operations are resumed at a new permanent
location. This modification devalues the policyholder’s pre-loss location, capping the
loss of many policyholders at the point of relocation, despite the fact that their loss will
continue at an inferior replacement location. Obviously, if you purchase a policy with
ISO language, this argument will be open to the insurance company, although one court
has concluded that whether a policyholder has “permanently” relocated is viewed by the
policyholder’s subjective intent.15
But what about policies without ISO’s restrictive language? In seven 9/11
cases, the insurance companies all argued that the Period of Restoration was not
equivalent to the period needed to rebuild the WTC where the policyholders had been

14

See, e.g., Hawkinson Tread Tire Serv. Co. v. Indiana Lumbermens Mut. Ins. Co., 245
S.W.2d 24 (Mo. 1951).

15

Shore Pointe Enters., LLC v. Michigan Millers Mut. Ins. Co., Nos. 249711, 250235, 2004
Mich. App. Lexis 3486 (Mich. App. Dec. 16, 2004).
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located, but was the period needed to restart operations anywhere. These arguments
had varying results:
In three involving firms with offices at the WTC, the courts concluded that
the Period of Restoration was equivalent to the time needed to relocate the offices
anywhere.16 In two cases involving stores located in the mall in the concourse of the
World Trade Center, the courts concluded that the Period of Restoration was not the
time needed to rebuild the WTC, but also rejected the insurance companies’ arguments
that the period was equivalent to the time needed to replace anywhere; rather, the court
found the policyholders were entitled to coverage for the time needed to find a
reasonably equivalent location.17 Two other courts, however, found that the businesses
at issue – a janitorial firm servicing the landlord and tenants at the WTC and a company
providing temporary office space at the WTC, respectively – were entitled to coverage
during the hypothetical period needed to rebuild the WTC, essentially because the WTC
location was of overwhelming importance given the nature of their operations.18
Oddly enough, the only case of the above six to contain ISO’s constriction
of coverage was International Office Centers. The absence of such restriction should

16

17

Streamline Capital, L.L.C. v. Hartford Casualty Insurance Co., No. 02 Civ. 8123, 2003
U.S. Dist. Lexis 14677 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 25, 2003) and Lava Trading Co. v. Hartford Fire
Insurance Co., 365 F. Supp. 2d 434 (S.D.N.Y. 2005); Children’s Place Retail Store, Inc.
v. Federal Ins. Co., 829 N.Y.S.2d 500 (N.Y. App. Div. 2007).
Duane Reade, Inc. v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 411 F.3d 384 (2d Cir. 2005);

Retail Brand Alliance, Inc. v. Factory Mut. Ins. Co. 489 F.Supp.2d 326, 334
(S.D.N.Y. 2007).
18

Zurich Am. Ins. Co. v. ABM Indus., Inc., 01 Civ. 11200, 2006 U.S. Dist. Lexis 28249
(S.D.N.Y., May 11, 2006); Int’l Office Ctrs. Corp. v. Providence Wash. Ins. Co., No. 3-04CV-990, 2005 U.S. Dist. Lexis 20494 (D. Conn. Sept. 16, 2005).
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have been sufficient for the above courts to conclude that the Period of Restoration
should be metered by the time necessary to replace at the original location.
Nonetheless, insurance companies will press this point, and policyholders
will succeed in avoiding a truncated Period of Restoration only to the degree they can
demonstrate that their location was “of the essence” of their operations. In other words,
policyholders must establish that the purpose of Business Income, to do for the
policyholder what it would have done absent the catastrophe, would not be served by
basing the Period of Restoration on replacement anywhere, if losses would continue at
the inferior replacement location.
4. Seemingly illusory coverage provided by Civil Authority clauses
Civil Authority coverage is a Business Income “coverage extension” that
typically covers loss when, in the wake of a catastrophe, civil authorities take actions
which affect customer access to a policyholder’s property. Although the forms vary
greatly, typical provisions require access (1) to be “prevented” or “prohibited” (2) as a
result of property damage. Many policyholders made Civil Authority claims after 9/11,
either for loss stemming from Mayor Giuliani’s orders prohibiting traffic in lower
Manhattan or for loss stemming from decreased customer demand in the wake of the
order of the FAA.
The insurance industry, facing a vast number of such claims, strongly
resisted them, urging two main defenses: (1) the orders were not as a result of the
property damage on 9/11 but were issued to prevent further property damage;19 and (2)

19

See, e.g., U.S. Airways, Inc. v. Commonwealth Insurance Co., No. 03-587, 2004 Va. Cir.
Lexis 95 (Va. Cir. Ct. May 14, 2004).
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access to premises such as hotels affected by the FAA order was not totally “prevented”
or “prohibited.”20
From a policyholder’s perspective, the first argument akin to asking:
“which came first, the chicken or the egg?” Take, for instance, the prototypical Civil
Authority situation, where the collapse of a building causes city authorities to bar access
to adjoining buildings: is such an order because of the existing collapse or because of
fear of future collapse? One could make a strong case for either point, but accepting
the latter would essentially render Civil Authority coverage illusory.
Unfortunately, the second argument was almost universally accepted by
courts addressing 9/11 claims, which found that access was not “prohibited” or
“prevented” – even if the policyholder’s business was dramatically down – if it was
possible for the customers, or even the policyholder itself, to physically reach the
premises, regardless of whether commerce itself was feasible. This argument has also
been accepted by one court addressing a Katrina claim.21 Such holdings not only
essentially render Civil Authority coverage illusory, they are often contrary to positions
taken by the insurance industry in the press after a catastrophe, to the effect that delays
in claims handling were attributable to the inability of claims handlers to reach affected
property. The holdings are also contrary to decisions under similar a similar clause,

20

See, e.g., Southern Hospitality, Inc. v. Zurich American Insurance Co., 393 F.3d 1137
(10th Cir. 2004).

21

Kean, Miller, Hawthorn, D’Armond McCowan & Jarman, LLP v. National Fire Ins. Co. of
Hartford, No. 06-770-C, 2007 (M.D. La. Aug. 29, 2007).
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covering loss caused by prevention of ingress or egress, which have taken a functional
and realistic view of the term “prevent.”22
As currently construed by the insurance industry, and most courts, Civil
Authority coverage is illusory unless the order totally bars access to the policyholder's
property by any means. If possible, at the point of sale, insist on the terms “hindered” or
“impaired” in place of “prevented” or “prohibited.”
5. Beware of arguments as to the wider effects of the loss.
A number of insurance companies sought to slash Business Income or
Civil Authority recovery on the ground that business in New York was slow after 9/11.
In other words, the insurance companies sought to take advantage of the wider effects
of the loss, and argue that, because the catastrophe was so big, the recoverable loss
for any particular policyholder should be smaller. Note that this issue may be the
primary sticking point in Business Income claims stemming from Hurricane Katrina:
insurance companies will argue that pre-loss projections of profit must be revised
downward because of the decrease in population in New Orleans and along the Gulf
Coast.
Historically, issues surrounding the wider effects of a catastrophe in the
Business Income context have arisen in cases in which policyholders, whose
businesses were destroyed by storm, argued that their lost profits should include the
hypothetical increased sales levels they would have enjoyed had the storm at issue
spared their business but still flattened neighboring property. Not surprisingly,
insurance companies resist such claims on the ground that a policyholder cannot reap a
22

See Fountain Powerboat Indus., Inc. v. Reliance Ins. Co., 119 F. Supp. 2d 552
(E.D.N.C. 2000).
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“windfall” by factoring in the wider effects of the same catastrophe which caused the
loss.23 No doubt insurance companies will take similar positions in Katrina claims where
policyholders seek to take advantage of the wider effects of the loss.
Further, ISO’s standard form already has two provisions addressing the
wider effects of the loss: ISO’s Business Income provisions state that favorable
business conditions existing in the wake of a catastrophe do not affect the amount of
loss, and ISO’s Extended Business Income provision excludes loss “as a result of
unfavorable business conditions caused by the impact of the Covered Cause of Loss in
the area where the described premises are located.” Accordingly, policyholders facing
insurance company efforts to slash Business Income recovery on the basis of the wider
effects of the loss can point out that the insurance industry knows how to draft policies,
and the absence of any provision granting the insurance company the benefit of the
wider effects of the loss means that the insurance company is not entitled to any such
benefit.
6. Beware the Period of Restoration for unusual businesses.
The Period of Restoration often has a poor fit to businesses with a
substantial lag between the time they provide a service or sell a good and the time they
get paid. Insurance companies will argue that only losses fully realized during the
Period of Restoration may be recovered; under such an interpretation, a law firm out of
business a couple of weeks will have no recoverable loss because it will not perform
services, bill for them and receive payment during that period. This argument has been

23

See, e.g., Prudential LMI Commercial Ins. Co. v. Colleton Enters., Inc., 976 F.2d 727,
1992 U.S. App. Lexis 25719 (4th Cir. 1992).
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accepted by some courts,24 while other courts have taken a more functional view of
when income is earned.25
Policyholders can attempt to address this problem at the point of sale by
purchasing a form which meters the loss in a manner more consistent with the nature of
the business (i.e., billable hours lost for a law firm). Most forms, for instance, measure
loss for manufacturing concerns in terms of the ultimate value of the product which
cannot be manufactured, and not ultimate sales lost during the Period of Restoration.
At a minimum, policyholders must resist insurance company efforts to have it both
ways. For instance, many insurance companies seek to take advantage of “credits” for
pent-up demand after the Period of Restoration; e.g., sales of eyeglasses to persons
who had simply delayed purchase until after the neighborhood eyeglass shop reopens.
An insurance company should not be permitted to confine “loss” to the Period of
Restoration, but then seek “credits” for amounts earned afterward.
7. Beware insurance company arguments on categories of property
which will support a Business Income loss.
Historically, policyholders were entitled to make a Business Income claim
when property at the insured premises – typically, the building at which the policyholder
was located – was damaged, regardless of whether the policyholder owned or leased
the specific property which was damaged.26
24

See, e.g., Pennbarr Corp. v. Insurance Co. of North America, 976 F.2d 145 (3rd Cir.
1992).

25

See, e.g., Vinyl-Tech Corp. v. Continental Cas, Co., No. 99-1053, 2000 U.S. Dist. Lexis
22507 (D. Kan. Nov. 15, 2000); Gates v. State Automobile Mutual Insurance Co., No.
W2005-00386-COA-R9-CV, 2006 Tenn. Lexis 502 (Tenn. App. May 30, 2006).

26

See, e.g., Datatab, Inc. v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 347 F. Supp. 36 (S.D.N.Y.
1972).
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In 9/11 claims, however, insurance companies took very narrow views on
the property which, when damaged, would support a Business Income claim. For
instance, in ABM, which involved a Business Income claim by the firm providing
janitorial services to the WTC landlord and tenants, the insurance company variously
asserted: (1) the policyholder could not make a Business Income claim from the
destruction of property unless it was also entitled to recover for the value of that
property (which would have surprised most of Silverstern’s tenants); and (2) the
policyholder could not recover for loss from leased premises unless the policyholder’s
lease required it to rebuild the leased premises if destroyed (ditto!). These positions
failed, largely because of statutory law defining an insurable interest as any legitimate
business interest in the continued survival of property.27 Accordingly, an insurable
interest in property employed in the operations of the policyholder is, under most forms,
sufficient to support a Business Income claim if that property is destroyed.
Relatedly, as noted above, many policyholders in the WTC were surprised
to find that their insurance company took the position that their Period of Restoration
was the period needed to replace their particular office suite and not the entire WTC.
Historically, the term “premises” has been broadly construed to include the entire
building or complex in which a policyholder is located, and not a particular office suite.
A number of insurance companies, however, have adopted a practice of listing a

27

Zurich Am. Ins. Co. v. ABM Indus., Inc., 397 F.3d 158, 167-68 (2d Cir. 2005) (“New York
law embraces the sui generis nature of an ‘insurable interest’ and statutorily defines this
term to include ‘any lawful and substantial economic interest in the safety and
preservation of property from loss, destruction or pecuniary damage.’ N.Y. Ins. Law §
3401 (2002). [The policyholder’s] income stream is dependent upon the common areas
and leased premises in the WTC complex, and thus [the policyholder] meets New York’s
requirement of having an “insurable interest” in that property.”).
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particular office suite – i.e., “WTC 1, Suite 7501” – as the “insured premises.” Such
practice may allow the insurance company to avoid paying Business Income losses
caused by damage to the building which impacts the policyholder’s operations if there is
no damage in the policyholder’s office suite. One should pay attention to this tack at the
point of sale.
Conclusion
As noted above, Business Income claims which were once negotiated to
resolution between “independent” adjusters (on the insurance company side) and loss
adjusters or consultants (on the policyholder side) are now increasingly referred by
insurance companies to coverage counsel. Unlike adjusters, coverage counsel are far
less likely to be concerned about their relationships with the policyholder, and are far
more likely to assume tenuous and highly restrictive coverage positions. Further, as a
matter of ethics, attorneys retained by insurance companies owe no duties to
policyholders and a duty of zealous advocacy to their client insurance companies; this is
why hiring counsel to adjust claims is an act of bad faith. Many of the 9/11 and Katrina
Business Income cases were handled by counsel, resulting in the various coveragerestricting positions outlined above. While such positions, if accepted by courts,
dramatically restrict the coverage one would expect from a Business Income form,
policyholders can expect insurance companies to take these positions in future claims,
and should consider them in determining their appetite for Business Income coverage.

Marshall Gilinsky, Esq
Anderson Kill & Olick, P.C.
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
(212) 278-1513 (direct)
mgilinsky@andersonkill.com
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Business Interruption Insurance:
Legal Strategies Before and After
Crisis Strikes

Christopher S. Clemenson
Cozen O’Connor
707 – 17th Street, Suite 3100
Denver, Co 80202
(720) 479479-3900

• General principles of BI coverage
– Direct Physical Loss During Policy Term
– At Insured Premises
– Caused by Covered Peril
– Resulting in Interruption of Insured’s Business

General Principle : No direct
physical loss = No BI coverage

General Principle : Not at insured
property = No BI coverage

General Principle : No covered
cause of loss = No BI coverage

• Other Issues to Consider
– Coinsurance
– Extra Expense Coverage
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Closing the Deal
on Property and Business Interruption Coverage Claims
by Finley Harckham

Almost two years after Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Rita
roared through the Gulf Coast, many businesses’ coverage
claims remain unresolved. A number of factors may contribute
to the problem, including the insurance companies’ lack of an
incentive to pay claims promptly, the high volume of Katrina
claims and coverage disputes over a variety of issues.
So what can policyholders do to get their claims paid?

hile Katrina-related claims
seem to be moving at a particularly glacial pace, this adjustment process tends to be
the norm rather than the exception in
property and business interruption
claims. Such a pace suits insurance
companies’ interest, and they have
adapted their claims handling practices accordingly. Policyholders, however, can take a number of steps to
end the adjustment process and receive the largest possible recovery.
Be proactive in providing information
to the insurance company. Ask the insurance company adjuster what information he or she will need early in the
process, so it can be gathered and provided as soon as possible. Collect and
submit loss data as it is developed,
without waiting until it is complete.
The period of restoration for a business interruption loss might be several
months, or longer. A lot can be done
during that period to move a claim to
resolution.

tion. Some insurance companies complain that submitting a proof of loss
during their adjustment of a claim is a
hostile act. While insisting upon timely payment of a claim should not be
viewed as inflammatory, telling the
adjuster that a schedule for resolving
the claim must be agreed to or proofs
will have to be filed can achieve the
same result.
A logical deadline for resolving
Hurricane Katrina claims is August
28, 2007, the second anniversary of
the storm, because many insurance
policies contain provisions that bar
lawsuits against the insurer after that
date. Those contractual deadlines can
be adjourned by agreement of the parties, but in Louisiana a special form of
undertaking is required and may not
be feasible for every claim. Therefore,
many policyholders will have to file
suit in August to protect their rights
even if they are still attempting to
reach an amicable settlement.
Insist that the insurance company pay

tion to provide a timely coverage determination. Respond to the reservation of rights with a demand for a detailed and specific coverage determination, reminding the insurer that its
failure to do so may constitute bad
faith.
Also, demand payment of the
undisputed amount of each element
of the claim. For example, a dispute
over the period of restoration for business interruption coverage should not
delay payment for property loss. If the
insurance company will not agree to
make partial payments, submit partial
proofs of loss, which will trigger the
deadlines for payment under most
states’ unfair claims handling statutes.
Make a written record of everything
that transpires with respect to the claim
in correspondence to the insurance company. This may deter dilatory claims
handling by putting the insurer on
notice that its actions—or inactions—
are being preserved for a possible bad
faith claim later on.

Insurance companies pay claims when they feel compelled to,
not based upon the quality of the relationship between
the adjuster and the policyholder. So, assertiveness in pursuing claims is a good thing.
Decide upon a reasonable deadline for
resolving the claim—and tell the insurance company that an agreement must be
reached by that date. Some policyholders are reluctant to take a hard line
with the insurance adjuster for fear of
biting the hand that feeds them, but
that attitude will only result in a claim
being assigned a low priority. Insurance companies pay claims when they
feel compelled to, not based upon the
quality of the relationship between the
adjuster and the policyholder. So, assertiveness in pursuing claims is a
good thing.
The deadline should provide the insurance company with sufficient time
to evaluate the claim after all relevant
information has been submitted. In
some states, by submitting proofs of
loss the policyholder can trigger 30or 60-day periods in which the insurer must provide a coverage determina-

all undisputed amounts before negotiating over the contested portion of the
claim. Typically, the insurer will make
a “good faith” partial payment and
then pay little or nothing more until a
final negotiation over all of the open
issues. This allows the insurer to hold
onto funds that should be paid out for
undisputed portions of the claim and
increases its leverage for later negotiations. Counter this strategy by forcing
the insurance company to commit to a
position on coverage and to pay the
amounts due under its own analysis of
the claim. Start by demanding a coverage determination. Typically, insurers issue vague reservations of rights
letters that quote numerous policy
provisions without explaining how
those clauses apply to the claim. Such
a letter is intended to protect the insurance company from a waiver of defenses, but does not fulfill its obliga-

Do not be shy about claiming losses
that result from an insurance company’s
dilatory handling of the claim. Under
Louisiana law (and that of some other
states), the period of restoration for a
business interruption loss may be extended by the insurer’s untimely payment of the property loss. Business interruption coverage is provided for a
hypothetical period of time reasonably
necessary to restore the damaged
property, but it should take into account the reality faced by the policyholder, including the delayed payment of insurance proceeds. The insurance company may also be liable
for consequential damages flowing
from its breach by failing to make
timely payments. Those damages
might include lost profits or extra expenses that exceed the limits of coverage, and lost value of the enterprise if
it could not resume operations be-

cause the insurance company improperly withheld, or delayed, payment.
Assemble a claim team with all of the
skills needed to maximize the recovery.
Although most policyholders only
communicate with an adjuster, the insurance company has a team of attorneys, accountants and in-house claims
personnel who are working hard to
minimize the payment of your claim,
through coverage defenses and the
calculation of the loss. The policyholder’s knowledge of its own business goes a long way to leveling the
playing field, but there are many arcane coverage issues and claims adjustment practices that require special
expertise.
Before sitting down with the insurance
company to try to resolve the difficult issues, have a clear idea of what the claim
will be worth if it ends up in litigation.
This analysis must include the likelihood of success on the disputed coverage and quantification issues, as well
as anticipated legal fees and the time
and aggravation associated with a lawsuit. Unless you are willing to sacrifice
dollars over principle, be prepared to
settle based upon a realistic value of
the claim, not what is fair. On the
other hand, a professional evaluation
of your claim may reveal that it is
more valuable than you think, and
raise your settlement goal.
Be mindful of all deadlines imposed

under the insurance policy. As discussed
above, many policies limit the time in
which suit may be brought against the
insurer. Also, in many instances there
are limitations upon the policyholder’s
right to recover full replacement cost
for damaged property. Often, policies
require that property be replaced
within two years of the loss, or that
the policyholder notify the insurer of
its intent to replace within a certain
period of time. If those requirements
are not met, the policyholder may be
limited to a recovery based upon the
actual cash value of the damaged
property, which is the cost of replacing the item less depreciation. The enforceability of such provisions is questionable when a widespread disaster
has made rebuilding difficult and insurance payments have been delayed,
but try to get the insurer’s agreement
to adjourn those deadlines if necessary.
If the claim cannot be resolved through
negotiation, you may have a choice of
proceeding either to appraisal or litigation. Appraisal is a form of arbitration
provided for under many insurance
policies that either party can demand
to resolve disputes over the amount of
the loss. It can be a quick and inexpensive way to quantify the claim.
However, appraisal is not required,
and may not be appropriate, when
there are coverage issues to be re-

solved. For example, if the parties disagree over the amount of a business
interruption loss because of a dispute
over whether market conditions after
the hurricane should be considered
when calculating damages, the policyholder would be entitled to have that
coverage issue decided in court. Appraisers, who typically are in the
building trades, generally are not
qualified to address such issues. Also,
bad faith claims fall outside the scope
of an appraisal clause and will have
much greater value if placed before a
jury. So, the policyholder must carefully consider its options and not necessarily feel compelled to agree to an
appraisal simply because the amount
of damages is one issue in dispute.
The key to getting insurance claims
satisfactorily resolved within a reasonable period of time is for policyholders to take control of the process and
to demonstrate a resolve to secure the
coverage they paid for. This requires
hard work, but it will pay handsome
dividends. ■
Finley Harckham is a senior shareholder at the law firm of Anderson Kill &
Olick, P.C. and the president of Anderson
Kill Insurance Services (AKIS), a nonlegal subsidiary of AKO that assists
clients with risk management services,
and Anderson Kill Loss Advisors (AKLA),
a non-legal subsidiary of AKIS.

Reprinted with permission from Risk Management Magazine, July 2007 issue, pages 20-24. Copyright 2007 Risk and Insurance
Management Society, Inc. All Rights Reserved. www.rmmag.com
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Protecting the Lifeblood of Your Business—Its Income Stream:
Insurance Coverage for Business Interruption Losses
By Finley T. Harckham

F

or companies that own, lease or manage real estate, having
appropriate property insurance is essential. Most property policies insure not only buildings and their contents, but
also the lost stream of income which results from damage to
property. Often, lost profits are far greater than the loss from
damage to property, and having adequate coverage for such
business interruption claims may be essential to the company’s survival, or continued profitability, after a catastrophic
event. However, the scope of coverage provided for lost
profits is far from clear in many respects, which leaves the
policyholder with uncertain protection. This article discusses
a number of the major areas of dispute between insurance
companies and policyholders involving business income to
demonstrate the need for the policyholder to focus with his
or her insurance professional on minimizing the uncertainty
surrounding this coverage.

Business Income (or Business Interruption)
Insurance Coverage
Most property policies promise to pay for losses of business income incurred in the wake of damage to covered property. Business income coverage is designed to pay the profits,
including lost rents, and unavoidable continuing expenses
caused by an interruption of the policyholder’s business.
Although many such provisions are in use, a typical one
reads as follows:
We will pay for the actual loss of Business Income
you sustain due to the necessary suspension of your
“operations” during the “period of restoration.” The
suspension must be caused by direct physical loss of
or damage to property. . . . The loss or damage must be
caused by or result from a Covered Cause of Loss.
In addition to coverage for losses of business income
stemming from the destruction of the policyholder’s own
property, there are a number of other coverages available
for losses of business income stemming from other events,
including the following:
“Protecting the Lifeblood of Your Business” continued page 2

RECENT
Tenants
Who Holdover Should
DEVELOPMENTS
Think Twice —You Could be
Subject to Increased Liability
By Jody Googel
n anuary 10, 2005, the Supreme
Court, New York County, rocked the
New York real estate community when it
ruled that a tenant who holds over is liable
to an incoming tenant in trespass. Such
liability occurs when the tenant remains in
occupancy after the expiration of its lease
term and the tenant’s holdover prevents
the incoming tenant from taking its rightful
possession of occupancy under its lease.

O

In Kronish Lieb Wiener & Hellman LLP v.
Tahari Ltd., Kronish Lieb Wiener & Hellman,
LLP (Kronish) was the tenant of the 46th and
47th floors in an office building located at
1114 Avenue of the Americas in Manhattan,
pursuant to a lease dated May 12, 1993.
The terms of Kronish’s lease provided them
with the option to lease the 48th floor for a
term beginning on June 1, 2003, and ending
on April 30, 2014. Tahari Ltd., (Tahari) was
in possession of the premises under the
terms of a sublease which expired on May
31, 2003. Kronish exercised its option to
lease the premises. However, Kronish was
unable to take possession on June 1, 2003,
because Tahari held over, remaining in
possession of the premises.
In June 2003, Trizechahn-Swig, LLC
(Trizec), the owner of the building,
“Tenants Who Holdover” continued page 2
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commenced an ejectment action against Tahari
to recover possession of the premises. The
Supreme Court, New York County, granted
possession to Trizec based on the fact that
Tahari’s sublease had expired and Tahari had no
written agreement granting it the right to remain
in possession of the premises. On December
16, 2004, the Appellate Division unanimously
affirmed the ejectment order holding that “[a]ll the
written agreements clearly demonstrate that the
defendant Tahari’s right to sublet the [48th floor]
expired when the master lease terminated and
no triable issue has been raised as to whether
Tahari reasonably relied on any contrary representation to its detriment.”
In December 2004, Kronish commenced an
action in the Supreme Court, New York County
against Tahari. In this action, Kronish sought to
recover damages from Tahari’s failure to vacate
the premises, when its sublease expired, based,
among other things, on the theory that Tahari was
liable to Kronish in trespass. Kronish moved for
summary judgment based on the prior decisions
of the Supreme Court and Appellate Division
in the ejectment action. The Supreme Court
granted Kronish’s summary judgment on the
issue of liability as to trespass. The Court stated
that the amount of damages owed to Kronish
by Tahari shall be determined in a separate trial
along with any remaining issues of liability.
As a result of the Supreme Court’s decision, a
tenant is now open to liability in a holdover
proceeding not only to the landlord under its lease
but to the incoming tenant as well. Whether you are
a landlord or a tenant, it is important to carefully
examine your existing lease or carefully negotiate
the provisions of a new lease regarding your rights
and liabilities in a holdover situation.
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• Contingent business income coverage insures against
loss of income caused by damage to or destruction of
property owned by suppliers and customers.
• Contingent extra expense coverage is designed to pay
for increased costs incurred after a disaster to minimize or avoid a contingent business income loss.
• Leader property coverage insures against losses
of business income stemming from damage or
destruction to a third-party property such as an
“anchor” store that attracts customers or business
to the policyholder.
• Service interruption coverage insures against business income losses attributable to dislocation of
utility or telecommunications service.
• Ingress/egress coverage pays for the loss of business
income caused by physical loss or damage to thirdparty property that prevents or hinders ingress to or
egress from the policyholder’s business.

Be Prepared For Potential Hurdles
There are a number of potential hurdles to recovery
for business income losses.
(a) What Is the Rate of Business Income Loss?
The first coverage issue is the most fundamental: figuring
the rate at which business income is lost during the
period of restoration. Property policies typically provide
little guidance as to how the amount of a business income
loss is to be calculated: essentially, they state that business income is to be calculated from historical figures.
This leads to many sources of potential conflict:
• What is looked at, the business as a whole or a small
sector of the business?
• What amount of historical data is looked at? The
previous month? The previous year?
• What about cyclical businesses, like resort properties, does one look at the year as a whole or just the
high season?
• What about new or unprofitable businesses?
Essentially, the policy language is so vague that it
ensures that, if the claim is large enough, there will be
a dispute. For such losses, a loss adjuster or an accountant versed in property insurance should be engaged
early in the process.
(b) Has There Been an “Interruption”?
Insurance companies often deny business income
coverage on the ground that the policyholders have
not suffered a total “suspension” of all their opera-
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tions, and thus that business income coverage
was not triggered. For large businesses with many
properties in different locations this argument
is simply not accurate: no catastrophe, short of
nuclear annihilation, could totally halt every facet
of the operations of such a company. Although
there is some unfavorable law on this subject, the
more prevalent and better-reasoned authority has
recognized that an interruption does not require
a total halt to all operations, but includes adverse
effects on performance. However, the suspension
of operations is less clear when damage causes
a potential disruption of operations at a single
location, resulting in a slowdown, rather than a
cessation, of the business there. Some insurance
policy forms specify that partial disruptions of a
business are covered.

Length of the Period of Restoration
Issues often arise regarding the length of
the period of interruption or period of restoration. As typically written, this period, during
which the loss of business income is covered, is
bounded by the shorter of (i) the hypothetical
time in which the destroyed property could be
repaired, rebuilt or replaced or (ii) the actual time
it takes to repair, rebuild or replace the property.
A number of issues can arise surrounding the
former, “hypothetical” date. For instance, does
it start during the period when authorities will
not let the policyholder on site due to ongoing
investigation, e.g., by environmental authorities?
Further, disputes often arise over whether the
policyholder could relocate to an alternative site
and thereby end its period of loss, particularly
where the location of business is important to
its success.
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Permanent Replacement
Historically, a policyholder was entitled to its
loss of business income under business interruption coverage for the period from the destruction
of property until the property at the described
premises should have been repaired, rebuilt
or replaced with reasonable speed and similar
quality. This “theoretical” period continued
even if the policyholder mounted temporary or
interim operations after the loss and damage,
thereby recognizing the value of the policyholder’s location. Since 1995, however, the Insurance
Services Office standard form has defined the
period of restoration as the lesser of the time
to repair or replace the physical damage or the
time at which operations are resumed at a new
permanent location.
Some insurance companies have argued that
policyholders, forced by destruction of their
premises to move their operations elsewhere
on a temporary basis, have in fact permanently
relocated, thereby terminating the period of
restoration. Such a result may not seem unfair
for office operations, which likely can relocate
in fungible space, but what about retailers and
restaurants which rely upon their locations to
provide access to a steady stream of customers?
The courts have been inconsistent in their treatment of this issue.

Can the Business Income Loss Be Reduced by
the Wider Effects of the Catastrophe?
In response to claims for losses resulting
from 9/11 and recent hurricanes, some property
insurance companies have argued that business
interruption recovery is diminished by the wider
economic effects of the catastrophe. Historically,

Did You Know?
Effective October 1, 2006, recordation and transfer taxes were increased in the District of Columbia for most
real property transactions.
The recordation tax rate for deeds to residential property (in excess of $400,000), and commercial property (regardless of amount) increased from 1.1% to 1.45%. The separate transfer tax rate for such transfers also increased from
1.1% to 1.45%. Leases for terms of longer than 35 years are also subject to both taxes at the increased rates. Transfers
of economic interests in real property are subject to recordation and transfer taxes in the District of Columbia; however,
the tax rates for economic interest transfers will continue to be 1.1%. Deeds of trust are subject only to recordation tax
in the District of Columbia. The recordation tax rate for deeds of trust also will continue to be 1.1%.
For further information about how the tax increase may affect you, or about tax exemptions, please contact Thomas
R. Petty, a partner in our Washington, D.C. office, at tpetty@andersonkill.com or (202) 218-0041.
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there was no policy provision permitting insurance companies to reduce estimates of their
policyholder’s lost business income on account
of generalized lack of consumer demand which
follows a catastrophic loss. Nonetheless, this
is what insurance companies attempted to do.
Courts, however, consistently found that business income losses must be computed based on
net profit expectancies as they existed prior to the
loss. In response, some insurance policies now
provide that the business income recovery must
be based upon the business environment that
existed after the loss.

Conclusion
Avoiding all of the issues discussed above may
be impossible. Nonetheless, the policyholder can
reduce the likelihood of encountering some of these
problems by carefully selecting the business interruption coverage form to be used in its policies. This
requires the assistance of an insurance professional
who is not just concerned about obtaining high
limits of coverage (which may be worthless) or the
best rates, but is also well versed in the significance
of the different wordings in the various policy forms
in the marketplace. Other problems can only be
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addressed after the loss is suffered, with the assistance of a claim specialist such as a public loss
adjuster. It is a shame that a policyholder should
need a cadre of consultants in order to secure business interruption coverage that fills its needs, but
the stakes are often too high to minimize the risks
associated with this insurance.
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IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we
inform you that any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to
another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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